Numerous phosphate glass systems with compositions covering the entire glass forming range have been examined by small angle Xray scattering. The experiments were carried out in a widely extended interval of s values between 0.055 and 31 nm
Introduction
A variety of specialty applications of phosphate glasses has been stimulated by some properties and crystallization behavior that are unique to these glasses [1] . From this, the interest in phosphate glasses has been considerably increased in the last two decades. Many efforts have been successfully made to extend and improve the knowledge on the structure of phosphate glasses by different methods like solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray and neutron diffraction, high-performance liquid chromatography or X-ray photoelectron, IR and Raman spectroscopy. In addition, the interpretation of the experimental data has been supported by structural simulations applying reverse Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics techniques. In Brow's 2000 review [2] , the progress in phosphate glass science that has been made since 1991 was summarized.
The basic structural unit of all phosphates, crystalline and amorphous, is the PO 4 tetrahedron that links with neighboring tetrahedra through covalent bridging oxygen (O B ) atoms to form a network. Thus, a range of structures can be made depending on the [O]/[P] ratio as set by glass composition. In vitreous phosphorus pentoxide (v-P 2 O 5 ) the PO 4 tetrahedra are threefold-linked by O B atoms whereas one, the terminal oxygen (O T ) atom, is doublebonded with the P atom. The PO 4 A great deal of new information on the short and intermediate range structure of phosphate glasses has been extracted by means of diffraction methods. The more recent diffraction studies of phosphate glasses, particularly those published since 1990, were reviewed by Hoppe et al. [3] . The investigations have been directed to the shortrange order ($0.15-0.3 nm) by using wide angle scattering with X-rays and neutrons, that permits coordination numbers and next neighbor distances of atoms to be determined. Information on the next higher level of structural organization beyond the short-range order, the so-called intermediate range order ($0.3-1 nm), has been obtained from the X-ray and neutron scattering total structure factor, S(s), at intermediate and small magnitudes of the scattering vector, s, where s = (4p/k) sin(h/2); h is the scattering angle and k is the X-ray wavelength.
By small angle scattering experiments fluctuations of electron density extending over regions of colloidal dimensions in the glass sample, i.e., $1-100 nm, can be quantitatively characterized. In the past little interest has been directed to small angle scattering of phosphate glasses. Possibly, this is due to the fact that phase separation is unknown in pure phosphate glasses. Thus, only a small number of publications devoted to investigating phosphate glasses by small angle scattering have appeared. For the first time, small angle X-ray scattering experiments on metaphosphate glasses were reported in 1990 [4] which have shown that small heterogeneities of electron density of about 1 nm size are present in magnesium metaphosphate glass. More recently, the presence of such heterogeneities was established in a zinc polyphosphate and a sodium-zinc pyrophosphate glass by small angle X-ray scattering [5] and in magnesium [6] and zinc polyphosphate glasses [7] with varying composition. Moreover, a pronounced scattering at smallest s values was reported to be measured with X-rays for zinc phosphate glasses [7] and with neutrons for iron phosphate glass [8] .
In this paper, the experimental facts that we have gleaned by small angle X-ray scattering of various phosphate glass systems since 1990 are summarized. New results extracted by extending the measuring range up to appreciably smaller s values are presented. For these experiments the ASAXS-Beamline Jusifa at Hamburg Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Germany, was used, that permits the anomalous small angle scattering (ASAXS) to be measured as well.
Method

Small angle X-ray scattering
The term small angle X-ray scattering is reserved for the elastic component of the scattered intensity observed at small s values in the interval 0 < s < p/d A , where d A denotes the size of the interatomic distances in the sample. The electron density fluctuations within a particle may be differentiated into those of colloidal dimensions, thus being resolved by the small angle X-ray scattering experiment, and into those unresolved fluctuations lying on an atomic scale. As an intuitive example, Fig. 1 presents the experimental scattering curve, I(s), for a zinc metaphosphate glass containing differently-sized heterogeneity regions. It is obvious that the particle scattering, I P (s), is distinctly contrasted with the scattering, I F (s), produced by electron density fluctuations inherent in any glass as a result of the disordered network structure, i.e., local differences in chemical composition and/or the topological density. For comparison, the X-ray scattering for the aluminium metaphosphate glass is shown. This curve does not show an increase of intensity as s ! 0 and is caused only by frozen-in fluctuations of electron density, I F (s).
The total scattered intensity, I(s), of the glass sample is the result of the interaction of the incident X-rays with any electron density heterogeneities that are met by the beam along its path. If the contributions of interparticle interferences are described by I IP (s), the intensity function, I(s), can be expressed in a good approximation by [9] IðsÞ ¼ I P ðsÞ þ I IP ðsÞ þ I F ðsÞ: ð1Þ
In the majority of structural investigations, the interest is exclusively focused on the analysis of the particle scattering, I P (s). In this case, the contributions I F (s), and possibly I IP (s), must be mathematically eliminated in a previous step. For this purpose, the scattering of the disordered network, I F (s), can be approximated by the polynomial [10] 
where the I i are constant. In Fig. 1 , the dashed line results from the approximation of the solid lined I(s) curve in the interval 5 6 s 6 6.8 nm À1 by using (2) . The zero-angle scattering, I F (0), is a measure of the magnitude of the electron density fluctuations in the glass [11] .
The term I P (s) in (1) is not restricted to systems containing well defined particles but can be applied to heterogeneities of electron density of any kind possessing colloidal dimensions, e.g., non-particulate interconnected structures such as observed as a result of spinodal decomposition [12] or in porous glasses [13] . If the intensity, I P (s), originates from globular particles, the Guinier approximation [14] I P ðsÞ ¼ I P ð0Þ exp Às
can be applied to determine the radius of gyration, R g . Then, the radius of spherical particles, R, is given by the relation
To obtain reliable results by applying (3), scattered intensities have to be measured in a range [15] 
with R expressed in nm, and s min stands for the smallest s value measured. The number, N, of particles with radius, R, can be estimated using the formula
The volume fractions of the particles, w P , and the matrix phase, (1 À w P ), can be extracted from the mean-square electron density fluctuations, ðDqÞ 2 , that are related to the second moment of the intensity function, I P (s), expressed by [16] 
In (7), Dq = jq P À q M j represents the 'excess electron density' or 'contrast' between particle (P) and matrix (M).
Anomalous small angle X-ray scattering
Anomalous small angle X-ray scattering techniques provide the possibility of contrast variation by measuring the scattering intensities at different energies. Thus, information can be extracted on the spatial distribution of certain elements within the sample.
The scattered intensity of homogeneous particles with identical size distributed in a homogeneous matrix phase measured in absolute units can be written as [16] Iðs; EÞ ¼ w P ð1 À w P ÞV jq P ðEÞ À q M ðEÞj 2 UðsÞ: ð8Þ
V stands for the volume of the particles and U(s) is their form factor and is normalized so that U(0) = 1. The contrast, Dq, is determined by the X-ray energy, E, expressed by [17] Dqðr; EÞ ¼ Dq 0 ðrÞ þ ½f 0 ðEÞ þ if 00 ðEÞDq 0 a ðrÞ; ð9Þ
where Dq 0 (r) is the contrast far away from the resonance. The alteration of Dq(r) with changing X-ray energy towards the absorption edge is given by the second term in (9) . (Dq 0 a ðrÞ describes the positions of the anomalous scatters; f 0 and f 00 are the anomalous corrections.) By using (8) , the comparison of the scattered intensities measured far from and close to the absorption edge qualitatively permits conclusions to be drawn on the concentration of the resonant scattering atoms within the particle phase with respect to that of the matrix. (The shape of U(s) remains unchanged if the resonant scattering atoms are homogenously distributed within the particles.)
Experimental
Glass preparation and characterization
The analyzed compositions and melting characteristics of the metaphosphate glasses included in this study are listed in Table 1 . The glasses were melted from sintered metaphosphates in silica crucible in air. The liquids were poured onto a cold block of copper and subsequently the glasses were shattered and remelted in a platinum crucible for 15 min at the temperatures given in Table 1 . After casting into closed blocks of copper the liquids were annealed to room temperature. To determine their exact composition, the glasses were analyzed after the heat treatment by energy-dispersive X-ray analysis using a scanning electron microscope. The aluminium phosphate glass sample was taken from our earlier investigations of its short and intermediate range structure described in Refs. [18, 19] , respectively.
A series of zinc polyphosphate glasses from metaphosphate towards orthophosphate composition was prepared ( Table 2 ). The raw materials used were analytical grade zinc carbonate and zinc metaphosphate. Stoichiometric mixtures were melted in silica crucibles in air at 1300°C for 0.5 h. The liquids were poured onto copper blocks and subsequently the glasses were shattered and remelted in a platinum crucible at 1300°C for 0.5 h in order to improve their homogeneity. After casting into coppermoulds the liquids were annealed to room temperature from an initial temperature of 450°C (rate: 5 K/min). Melts containing more than 60 mol% ZnO were quenched between the copper block and a copper plate to prevent crystallization. The contents of phosphorus and zinc of each sample were analyzed by means of the electron microprobe. SiO 2 that could be incorporated into the glasses due to some attack of the crucible was not detectable. Note that less than about 0.5 mol% SiO 2 cannot be detected by the technique used. The results of the analyses are listed in Table 2 .
The magnesium phosphate glasses discussed in this report are listed in Table 3 . (The glass with molar ratio y = 0.96 is identical with the Mg(PO 3 ) 2 sample listed in Table 1 .) Preparation procedures are detailed described in Ref. [6] (sample with y = 1.49) and in Ref. [20] (samples with y = 0.87 and 1.13) where also properties and structural analyzes of the short and intermediate range structure are presented.
In Tables 1-3 , the estimated uncertainty of the analyzed compositions is about ±1 mol%. Mass density was measured by the Archimedes method using benzene. The relative precision of the measured densities was ±0.2%.
The molar ratios, y = n(MeO)/n(P 2 O 5 ), with Me = Zn or Mg, will be used when considering the compositiondependence of quantitative relationships.
For the X-ray scattering measurements slab-shaped samples were prepared with a thickness of $1/l, where l is the linear absorption coefficient for the X-rays used. The samples were polished on both sides.
Structural analysis
The small angle X-ray scattering of the samples was measured with pinhole collimation at ASAXS-Beamline Jusifa at Hamburg Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Germany.
The experiments for studying the series of metaphosphate glasses shown in Fig. 2 were performed at photon energy of 15610 eV (k = 0.0795 nm), far from the K-absorption edge of Sr (16105 eV). Two values of sample-detector distance were employed (935 mm and 3635 mm, respectively) in order to cover a wide range of scattering angles. The two curves for a given sample were joined in the regions were they overlapped. From this, the scattering curves, I(s), were obtained in the interval 0.105 6 s 6 10.175 nm À1 . The Sr phosphate glass, and for comparison the Al metaphosphate glass sample, were also investigated at energy 16051 eV (k = 0.0773 nm), i.e., 54 eV below the K-absorp- y denotes the zinc oxide to phosphorus pentoxide ratio. tion edge of Sr. This energy was chosen to avoid contributions of resonant X-ray Raman scattering (for further details see Section 5.4) as far as possible. Because of the relatively high concentration of Sr atoms in the sample (50.4 mol% SrO) a dominant contribution of resonant Raman scattering is observed in relation to the weak small angle scattering signal in the near neighborhood of the Kabsorption edge. The onset of the resonant Raman scattering becomes already noticeable 54 eV below the edge as can be seen from Fig. 7 . The polyphosphate glasses of compositions ZnO-P 2 O 5 , with y = 0.99 up to 2.27 ( Fig. 3 ) and MgO-P 2 O 5 , with y = 1.49, (Fig. 5) were measured at beam energy of 9330 eV (k = 0.133 nm), far from the K-absorption edge of Zn (9659 eV). The series of Zn phosphate glass samples was also investigated at energy of 9617 eV (k = 0.129 nm), close to the Zn K-absorption edge. The intensity functions, I(s), were recorded for 0.055 6 s 6 1.595 nm À1 . The MgO-P 2 O 5 glass samples with y = 0.87 and 1.13 ( Fig. 5) were measured at photon energy of 11232 eV (k = 0.11 nm) for 0.109 6 s 6 7.8 nm À1 . The ASAXS data were processed using the software available at the beamline, which covers integrations, corrections for transmission and detector sensitivity, subtraction of background and dark current, and combination of the scattering curves recorded at different sample-detector distances. The scattering curves were calibrated into absolute units of cross-section per unit volume (eu/cm 3 ).
The X-ray scattering at intermediate s values was measured with a low angle X-ray goniometer (Rigaku Denki) using AgK a or MoK a radiation, respectively. The intensities were recorded in the range between s 1 = 0.4 nm À1 and s 2 = 38 nm À1 for AgK a and between s 1 = 0.3 nm
À1
and s 2 = 31 nm À1 for MoK a . The h increment for the measurements was 0.1°. Being distorted by the length of the cross-section of the primary beam the scattering curves were corrected for collimation effects by the method given in Ref. [21] as the result of which continuous curves were provided from analytical expressions. This technique includes a frequency-filtering procedure, where a smoothed scattering curve is generated. The residual statistical noise is within the line width of the scattering curves shown in Figs. 1 and 5. All procedures used for data collection and corrections of the recorded intensities are described in [11] .
Results
The small angle X-ray scattering, I(s), of the metaphosphate glasses (Table 1) is shown in Fig. 2 . The intensities have been converted into absolute units (electron units; eu). Each sample was prepared and measured under equal circumstances. Having been prepared the glasses were kept in sealed evacuated ampoules to protect them against moisture attack. (Note that the aluminium phosphate glass sample was prepared several years ago as mentioned above.) All fife samples were brought into the vacuum chamber of the small angle X-ray scattering device at once, mounted on one sample holder.
The small angle X-ray scattering for the series of zinc polyphosphate glasses (Table 2 ) including a glass of metaphosphate composition (y = 0.99) is shown in Fig. 3 . The scattering was measured far from (9330 eV) and close to (9617 eV) the K-absorption edge of Zn at 9659 eV. This approach represents one of the techniques of anomalous small angle X-ray scattering that provides the possibility of changing the excess electron density of a particle or its components.
In Fig. 4 , the X-ray scattering intensities for the zinc polyphosphate glasses measured far from the absorption edge (open circles in Fig. 3 ) are drawn in a Guinier plot according to Eq. (3), i.e., the logarithm of the intensity is plotted versus s 2 . The scattering of the disordered network, I F (s), has been removed in each curve as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . The curves in Fig. 4 indicate the presence of two differently-sized heterogeneities of electron density in the samples. According to (3) and (4), from the slope of the straight lines in Fig. 4 the radius of sphere, R, of the small-scale heterogeneities was obtained to be about 1 nm for the glasses with the molar ratios y = 0.99, 1.17 and 2.27. Fig. 5 shows the X-ray scattering curves for magnesium phosphate glasses which were selected from a series of samples. In Refs. [6, 20] , the short and intermediate range structure of these glasses was investigated. Thus the samples discussed in this study are differently old, but basically all samples have been stored under vacuum to reduce the water incorporation. The small angle X-ray scattering intensities recorded at the ASAXS-Beamline Jusifa were joined in the regions where they overlap with the curves obtained with the Rigaku Denki low angle X-ray goniometer. For the sample with y = 0.87, the scattering measured for s [ 0.28 nm À1 was such poor in intensity that reliable values in this s range could not be obtained after making corrections.
The particle scattering curves, I P (s), for the magnesium phosphate glasses were extracted by separating the scattering I F (s) from the intensity functions shown in Fig. 5 as demonstrated for the zinc metaphosphate glass (cf. Fig. 1 ). The size of the heterogeneities was determined from a Guinier plot of the scattering curves I P (s). Using the Eqs. À1 for the Mg phosphate glasses, respectively, from the second moment of the particle scattering curves, I P (s), as given by (7) . The uncertainties in ðDqÞ 2 were calculated by error propagation applied to (7) . Their amount is smaller than 1%.
For a given volume fraction, w P , the number of heterogeneities, N, can be estimated from (6) . The smaller the difference between w P and (1 À w P ) the larger the magnitude of ðDqÞ 2 , i.e., the stronger the scattering effect [cf. Eqs. (7) and (8)]. If w P = 0.5 is assumed, a maximal value for N can be calculated from (6) without making model assumptions. Thus, N = 0.95 · 10 21 cm À3 for the Mg phosphate glasses and N = 0.12 · 10 21 cm À3 for the Zn phosphate glasses is obtained.
The anomalous small angle X-ray scattering measured for the strontium metaphosphate glass (Table 1) is shown in Fig. 7 . In the s range around 10 nm À1 a so-called prepeak [4, 22] is observed. For better recognition, the scattering curve measured far from the absorption edge (open circles in Fig. 7 ) was continued with that obtained with the Rigaku Denki low angle X-ray goniometer and shown in the inset in Fig. 7 .
Discussion
Origin of the small angle scattering effect
A small angle scattering effect appears for all samples investigated with the exception of the aluminium metaphosphate glass (Figs. 1 and 2 ). The scattering of the latter sample does not show an increase of intensity for decreasing s towards s = 0 and is caused only by fluctuations in the chemical composition and the topological density. The structure of the aluminium metaphosphate glass was found [18] to be very similar to that of vitreous SiO 2 . The structure is constituted of chains formed by linked PO 4 tetrahedra with AlO 6 octahedra incorporated, and the curvature of meandering chains in the aluminium metaphosphate glass is comparable to that of rings in vitreous silica. Consequently, small angle scattering need not be expected to be observed from the aluminium metaphosphate glass. The fact that there is no small angle scattering for the aluminium phosphate glass sample gives evidence that the scattering effects observed for all other glasses are not artifacts due to the surface of the samples as a result of the preparation process. As mentioned above, slab-shaped samples polished on both sides were prepared from each glass exactly using the same procedures.
It was found that samples melted in different crucibles (silica, aluminium, platinum) as well as those where the melting temperature and the melting time were varied yielded the same scattering effects [4] . By varying the crucible material used for preparing zinc polyphosphate glasses, i.e., amorphous carbon instead of silica, while the melting conditions were kept constant, it was found [7] that the small angle scattering effects detected are not associated with the residual silica analyzed in these glasses.
It has been shown [4, 7, 20 ] that there are not any crystalline peaks in the concerning intensity functions measured for magnesium and zinc phosphate glasses in the interval of s values between 0.3 and 38 nm À1 . Thus it can be excluded that the occurring small angle X-ray scattering originates from crystalline regions in the samples.
The small angle scattering recorded from the samples indicates the presence of two differently-sized heterogeneity regions of electron density.
Small-scale heterogeneities in magnesium and zinc phosphate glasses
The weak small angle scattering in the range around 1 nm À1 is observed only in the curves of the magnesium and zinc phosphate glasses. Also in previous investigations [ 4, 19, 22] this scattering effect was not found for other binary phosphate glasses containing cations like Li, K, Ag, Co, Cu, Cd, Ba, Pb, and La. The weak scattering detected in the curves for the magnesium and zinc phosphate glasses is an evidence for the existence of small heterogeneities of electron density. Their size is about 1 nm diameter for the magnesium and about 2 nm for the zinc phosphate glasses. Considerable effort has been made to understand the structural background of the heterogeneities established. Previous investigations on magnesium phosphate glass [4] have shown that the observed heterogeneities do not result from liquid-liquid phase separation and we concluded that they are already present in the glass melt. Moreover, it was found [4] that in the magnesium metaphosphate glass the heterogeneities do not act as nuclei for a bulk crystallization.
As can be seen from Fig. 5 , the scattering of the MgO-P 2 O 5 glass sample with y = 0.87 does not show an increase of intensity as s ! 0 and is caused only by frozen-in fluctuations of electron density. These facts hold true for magnesium ultraphosphate glasses with y < 0.87 up to vitreous P 2 O 5 as well [22] . In this range, the fraction of Q 3 structural groups linearly increases from zero for y = 1, i.e., metaphosphate composition, to 100% for P 2 O 5 according to van Wazer's reorganization theory [23] . It becomes evident that with formation of an increasing cross-linked network containing more than about 13% Q 3 units the structure becomes more homogeneous. But for the glasses around metaphosphate composition and for all glasses up to y = 1.87 a weak small angle scattering was recorded [6] . (Fig. 5 presents curves only for those samples of the MgO-P 2 O 5 glasses for which the scattering was measured with the Rigaku Denki low angle X-ray goniometer as well as at the ASAXS-Beamline Jusifa). Fig. 6 shows that the mean-square electron density fluctuations increase with increasing MgO content. The size of the heterogeneity regions does not alter and consequently their number should increase provided that the contrast, Dq, between the particle and the matrix phase remains constant [cf. (6) and (7)]. The scattering curves of these samples (Fig. 5 ) reveal a maximum in the range of $2 nm À1 . This maximum is caused by interparticle interference, I F (s) in (1), generated by the heterogeneities of $1 nm size. Obviously, the heterogeneity regions formed in the melt possess a certain degree of order attributable to their large number. This structure is frozen-in while cooling down the melt and leads to a distinct correlation maximum in the small angle scattering curves that becomes more pronounced with increasing number of heterogeneities.
Also in the zinc polyphosphate glasses small-scale heterogeneities are present from metaphosphate composition up to that beyond pyrophosphate stoichiometry (y = 2). Surprisingly, in the glass with y = 1.81 there are no small-scale heterogeneities as can be seen from Fig. 4 . The meansquare electron density fluctuations, ðDqÞ 2 , in the Zn phosphate glasses are about one order of magnitude smaller than in the Mg phosphate glasses (Fig. 6) . As interference maxima are not observed in the scattering curves for the Zn phosphate glasses the volume fraction of the heterogeneities can be assumed to be smaller than that in the Mg polyphosphate glasses. The mean-square electron density fluctuations, ðDqÞ 2 , exhibit only minor changes with varying ZnO composition. Therefore, the number of heterogeneities should remain almost constant because the size of the heterogeneities is unchanged.
To get an idea of the heterogeneities existing in the Mg and Zn polyphosphate concentration range some results obtained in previous studies [6, 7, 24] [25] ) among the mono and divalent modifier ions under discussion. For this reason, the Q 1 sites may disproportionate to Q 2 and Q 0 below pyrophosphate composition (y = 2). In the Mg phosphate glasses, only Q 2 units are present at metaphosphate composition (y = 1), for the sample with y = 1.13, Q 2 and Q 1 groups exist and for y = 1.49, Q 2 (49%), Q 1 (48%) and a small fraction of Q 0 groups (3%) were established. With this progressive depolymerization the number of the heterogeneity regions increases in the Mg phosphate glasses while their size does not change. For the Zn polyphosphate glass samples an adequate Q n distribution was determined. But in these samples the increasing complexity of the melt has no influence on the size and number of the heterogeneity regions. It is not understood that in the glass with composition close to pyrophosphate (y = 1.81) the heterogeneities do not exist. This phenomenon was also observed [26] for a series of invert glasses of the system CaO-Na 2 O-MgO-P 2 O 5 (1.51 6 y 6 2.41), i.e., heterogeneity regions between 0.8 and 1 nm size were established to be present in all glass samples with the exception of that with molar ratio y = 1.99. But for the Zn phosphate glasses another phenomenon that a minimum occurs in the compositiondependence of the glass transition temperature, T g , in the range of y $ 1.5 [7] cannot be explained as well.
Structural specifics of these glass systems became also evident in the coordination environment of the modifying cations. Small Me-O coordination numbers, i.e., 4 for Zn and a mixture of 4-, 5-and 6-coordinated Mg sites, were determined [6, 24] . But it was found that the Me-O coordination sphere does not significantly change across the entire polyphosphate concentration range. Around metaphosphate composition all O NB atoms can form bridges, which leads to lowest coordination numbers and thus isolated MeO n polyhedra are present. With further MeO incorporation an increasing fraction of oxygens is coordinated by two or more Me sites which results in a strong densification of the glass structure. This coordination behavior determines the composition-dependence of packing density in both glasses systems [6, 7] , i.e., it is minimal at metaphosphate composition and continuously increases in the range of higher MeO content, but a correlation with the existence of the heterogeneities does not become obvious.
Summarizing this structural knowledge it may be assumed that the small-sized metal-oxygen groups formed by the Mg 2+ and Zn 2+ ions with their remarkably high electric field strength are the basis for the constitution of heterogeneities of electron density in the melt. As shown below, the anomalous small angle scattering suggests that the Zn atoms are homogeneously distributed in the regions of small-scale heterogeneities surrounded by the glass matrix. Differences between the heterogeneity regions in the Mg and Zn polyphosphate glasses concerning size, volume fraction and its composition-dependence (Fig. 6) ions. With the ZnO 4 groups, silica-like networks are formed in the zinc metaphosphate glasses [24] . The coordination number, N ZnO , is 4 in the metaphosphate glass and in the b-Zn(PO 3 ) 2 crystal, and N ZnO = 4.1 was found for a glass with y = 1.86 while in the c-Zn 2 P 2 O 7 crystal N ZnO is 5. For this reason, the differences in the packing density of the glass compared with that of the related crystal are relatively small [7] . On the other hand, there are distinct differences between the coordination number, N MgO , in the glasses (N MgO = 5.3 for y = 1.13, N MgO = 5.6 for y = 1.87, resulting from a mixture of 4-, 5-and 6-coordinated Mg sites) and the crystals (6 in both Mg 2 P 4 O 12 and b-Mg 2 P 2 O 7 ). Thus, the differences between the packing density of the glasses and that of the related crystals are greater [6] . It is reasonable to think that clusters consisting of cyclic metaphosphate ions produce the small angle scattering detected. In Mg phosphate glasses, the existence of these rings was assumed [27] to explain the so-called phosphate anomaly [28] . There have been NMR [29] and liquid chromatography studies [30] that provide evidence for small quantities of ring structures in different phosphate glasses. However, Figs. 3 and 5 show that the scattering effect appears across a widely extended polyphosphate range, i.e., even in that range where the fraction of Q 2 sites, the presence of which is necessary to form rings, is very small or equal to zero [6, 7, 30] , respectively. In Ref. [5] it is suspected that compact clusters formed by orthophosphate groups, Q 0 , are the basis for heterogeneities of 0.8-1 nm diameter found in a zinc polyphosphate glass with y = 2.1. But, from Fig. 3 it becomes obvious that the small angle scattering effect is observed for compositions at which there are no Q 0 units. (Q 0 units were not established in zinc polyphosphate glasses for y < 1.53 by 31 P MAS-NMR [7] .)
From these facts it may be concluded that the heterogeneities are not identical with clusters formed by arrangements of ring structures or any polyphosphate ions differing in electron density from the surrounding matrix.
Large-scale heterogeneities
Surprisingly, a pronounced small angle X-ray scattering effect indicating the presence of large-scale heterogeneities was detected (Figs. 2, 3 and 5) when we extended the measuring interval to appreciably smaller s values using the ASAXS-Beamline Jusifa at Hamburg Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory.
Unfortunately, the dimension of these heterogeneities cannot be reliably determined from the measured intensities. For the zinc metaphosphate glass, R = 29 nm was obtained from the first measuring points (cf. the inset in Fig. 4) . But for heterogeneities of this size condition (5) requires a Guinier region with largest s value of 1.26/29 nm $ 0.043 nm, which is significantly smaller than the smallest measured s value of s min = 0.055 nm À1 . (Deviations from the spherical shape lead even to a shortening of the Guinier region, i.e., the constant in (5) becomes considerably smaller than 1.26.) Because of the deviations from the Guinier approximation (3), the dimension determined is appreciably too large. From a Guinier plot of the large-scale heterogeneities in the magnesium metaphosphate glass (y = 0.96) the size was obtained to be R = 10.5 nm, which seems to be more realistic. In this case, s min = 0.105 nm À1 is somewhat smaller than 1.26/10.5 nm = 0.12 nm. For determining reliable dimensions for the large-scale heterogeneities the measurements must be extended to smaller s values.
There is no fundamental knowledge on the nature of large-scale heterogeneities found in phosphate glasses. The binary phosphate glasses studied are known to be rather hygroscopic. The large-scale heterogeneities might suspected coming from water contamination. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that the small angle scattering effect is detected for all samples studied with the exception of the aluminium phosphate glass. The latter glass with its silica-like structure exhibits reactivity with moisture comparable to that of vitreous SiO 2 . Moreover, Fig. 5 suggests that the small angle scattering effect measured from MgO-P 2 O 5 glasses is more pronounced when the age of the sample increases. Whether differences of electron density inherent in the surface of the sample or in the bulk material give rise to the small angle scattering cannot be distinguished. 1 H NMR MAS studies [31] have established that in crystalline water containing calcium phosphates hydrogen atoms may occur in the form of hydroxyl groups, HPO 2À 4 groups, and H 2 O groups, and each of these may be either structural or surface absorbed. The water protons were found to possess a substantial isotropic mobility. In contrast to these polyphosphate structures, such H-H pair distances as typical of water molecules or clusters of hydrogen bridges could not be detected [32] in vitreous ultraphosphate structures. The network-modifying effect in these structures mainly consists in breaking P-O-P bridges with H + ions forming O-HÁ Á ÁO bridges connecting two corners of adjacent PO 4 units. Perhaps, further experiments with specifically prepared samples and, because of their different contrasts in relation to X-rays, small angle scattering experiments with neutrons may give additional information on correlations of the heterogeneities with effects of water in the glasses.
Anomalous small angle scattering of zinc and strontium phosphate glass
For the series of samples presented in this study, the facilities at ASAXS-Beamline Jusifa permitted the anomalous small angle scattering to be studied for the zinc and strontium phosphate glasses. When recorded close to the Zn or Sr K-absorption edge, respectively, the scattered intensities were observed to alter in relation to those recorded far from the edge across the entire s range measured (Figs. 3 and 7) . But for the Sr and the Zn phosphate glass with y = 1.81, respectively, small-scale heterogeneities are not present in the glasses. In the scattering curves of these samples, the increase of intensity for s J 0.4 nm À1 must have caused by other scattering effects. As the energy was chosen such that fluorescence was avoided, the additional scattering observed can be expected to be produced by resonant X-ray Raman scattering [33] . The intensity of this scattering effect, which may occur for energies smaller than that of the absorption edge, depends on the atoms contained in the sample, but it is independent on the scattering angle. The magnitude of the resonant Raman scattering is represented for the Zn phosphate glasses by the difference between the two scattering curves with y = 1.81 for s J 0.4 nm À1 (Fig. 3) . Within the uncertainties, this difference agrees with the concerning differences determined for the Zn phosphate glasses containing small-scale heterogeneities (y = 0.99, 1.17, 2.27). Evidently, for each glass the changes of intensity produced by the small-scale heterogeneities exclusively originate from resonant Raman scattering effects. Consequently, the Zn atoms are homogeneously distributed in the two phases formed by the smallscale heterogeneities and the glass matrix.
The well pronounced scattering of the large-scale heterogeneities is not significantly influenced by the resonant Raman scattering. The increase of intensity for energies close to the absorption edge shows that the Zn or Sr atoms, respectively, are not homogeneously distributed in the regions of large-scale heterogeneities surrounded by the glass matrix. The dimensions of the heterogeneities determined from the difference curves, i.e., the difference between the intensities measured far from and close to the absorption edge demonstrated in Fig. 7 , did not change. As the intensity, I(s, E), is proportional to the contrast, Dq, [cf. Eq. (8)], the increase of I(s, E) requires an increase of the effective contrast. Consequently, the zinc or strontium atoms, respectively, must be higher concentrated in the phase that has lower electron density. Whether the electron density is lower within the heterogeneities or within the matrix cannot be distinguished by the diffraction experiment.
It should be mentioned that a so-called prepeak is observed for the strontium metaphosphate glass in the s range around 10 nm À1 . Fig. 7 shows that the intensities measured close to the absorption edge decrease in the range of the prepeak. Thus, the species responsible for the constitution of the prepeak should have correlations with the Sr atoms. Here, a more detailed interpretation of this effect is hardly possible. The prepeak is known [4, 22] to origin from the intermediate range structure. In the strontium metaphosphate glass, the structure is dominated by alternating sequences of arrangements of phosphate chains and conglomerates of SrO n polyhedra. The length scale of these sequences correlates with the distances of the P-P pairs (ffi0.7 nm). As extracted from diffraction experiments by using reverse Monte Carlo simulations [3, 34] these distances dominantly contributes to the formation of the prepeak, but there are also some contributions of Sr-Sr distances to this peak.
Summary
A small angle scattering effect was detected for all samples investigated with the exception of the aluminium metaphosphate glass. The small angle scattering recorded indicates the presence of two differently-sized heterogeneity regions of electron density. The scattering effects observed were shown neither to be artifacts attributable to the preparation process nor originate from crystalline regions in the glasses.
The small-scale heterogeneities are present in magnesium and zinc phosphate glasses only. The species do not result from liquid-liquid phase separation and do not act as nuclei for a bulk crystallization. Their size is about 1 nm diameter in the magnesium and about 2 nm in the zinc phosphate glasses. It must be assumed that the small-scale heterogeneities are a result of the frozen-in structure of the heterogeneous glass melt. It was found that they are not identical with any kind of clusters formed by arrangements of ring structures or any polyphosphate ions.
There is no fundamental knowledge on the nature of the large-scale heterogeneities. The small angle scattering suggests that their occurrence is related to water contamination.
Anomalous small angle X-ray scattering experiments have shown that the Zn atoms are homogeneously distributed in the two phases formed by the small-scale heterogeneities and the glass matrix. But in the regions of large-scale heterogeneities surrounded by the glass matrix the Zn or Sr atoms, respectively, are not homogeneously distributed. These atoms are higher concentrated in the phase that has lower electron density.
